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Abstract
The di4erent semantics that can be assigned to a logic program correspond to di4erent assump-
tions made concerning the atoms that are rule heads and whose logical values cannot be inferred
from the rules. For example, the well founded semantics corresponds to the assumption that every
such atom is false, while the Kripke–Kleene semantics corresponds to the assumption that every
such atom is unknown. In this paper, we propose to unify and extend this assumption-based
approach by introducing parameterized semantics for logic programs. The parameter holds the
value that one assumes for all rule heads whose logical values cannot be inferred from the rules.
We work within multi-valued logic with bilattice structure, and we consider the class of logic
programs de;ned by Fitting.
Following Fitting’s approach, we de;ne an operator that allows us to compute the param-
eterized semantic, and to compare and combine semantics obtained for di4erent values of the
parameter. We show that our approach captures and extends the usual semantics of conventional
logic programs thereby unifying their computation.
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1. Introduction
The di4erent semantics that can be assigned to a logic program correspond to dif-
ferent assumptions made concerning the atoms that are rule heads and whose logical
values cannot be inferred from the rules. For example, the well founded semantics
corresponds to the assumption that every such atom is false (Closed World Assump-
tion), while the Kripke–Kleene semantics corresponds to the assumption that every
such atom is unknown. In general, the usual semantics of logic programs are given
in the context of three-valued logics, and are of two kinds: those based on the sta-
ble models [10,14,15] or on the well-founded semantics [19], and those based on the
Kripke–Kleene semantics [4].
We refer to semantics of the ;rst kind as pessimistic, as they privilege negative
information: if in doubt then assume false; and we refer to semantics of the sec-
ond kind as skeptical, as they privilege neither negative nor positive information: if
in doubt then assume nothing. To illustrate these semantics, consider the following
program:
P


charge(X) ← ¬innocent(X) ∧ suspect(X)
free(X ) ← innocent(X) ∧ suspect(X)
innocent(X) ← free(X )
suspect(John) ←
The only assertion made in the program is that John is suspect, but we know nothing
as to whether he is innocent.
If we follow the pessimistic approach, then we have to assume that John is not
innocent, and we can infer that John should not be freed and that John should be
charged. If on the other hand we follow the skeptical approach, then we have to
assume nothing about the innocence of John, and we can infer nothing as to whether
he should be freed or charged.
However, in the context of three-valued logic, one can envisage a third kind of
semantics, that we shall call optimistic: if in doubt then assume true. If we follow this
approach then we have to assume that John is innocent, and we can infer that John
should be freed and that John should not be charged.
Now, the optimistic approach can be seen as a counterpart of the pessimistic ap-
proach. To ;nd a counterpart for the skeptical approach one has to adopt a multi-
valued logic. In such a logic one can envisage an inconsistent semantics: if in doubt
then assume both, false and true. Table 1 summarizes the four possible semantics
of P, where F;T;U and I stand for false, true, unknown and inconsistent,
respectively.
In this paper, we de;ne the semantics of a program P using a parameter  whose
value can be any of the above four logical values. Once ;xed, the value of  represents
the “default value” for the rule heads of P. We de;ne an operator that allows us to
compute this parameterized semantic, and also to compare and combine semantics for
di4erent values of . We show that our approach extends the semantics proposed by
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Table 1
The four possible semantics of P
Approach Suspect(John) Innocent(John) Free(John) Charge(John)
Pessimistic T F F T
Optimistic T T T F
Skeptical T U U U
Inconsistent T I I I
Fitting [7], and captures the usual semantics of conventional logic programs thereby
unifying their computation. As a side-result, we propose a new semantics for logic
programs, that can be roughly described as a “compromise” between pessimistic and
optimistic semantic.
Motivation for this work comes from the area of knowledge acquisition, where con-
tradictions may occur during the process of collecting knowledge from di4erent experts.
Indeed, in multi-agent systems, di4erent agents may give di4erent answers to the same
query. It is then important to be able to process the answers so as to extract the maxi-
mum of information on which the various agents agree, or to detect the items on which
the agents give conNicting answers.
Motivation also comes from the area of deductive databases. Updates leading to a
certain degree of inconsistency should be allowed because inconsistency can lead to
useful information, especially within the framework of distributed databases. In partic-
ular, Fuhr and ROolleke showed in [8] that hypermedia information retrieval requires
the handling of inconsistent information.
The use of multi-valued logics is justi;ed by the fact that it provides a more natural
modeling framework for the application areas just mentioned. Moreover, as Arieli and
Avron showed in [1], the use of four values is preferable to the use of three even for
tasks that can in principle be handled using only three values.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall very
brieNy de;nitions and notations from three-valued and multi-valued logics, namely,
stable models and well-founded semantics, Kripke–Kleene semantics, Belnap’s logic,
bilattices and Fitting’s programs. We then proceed, in Section 3, to de;ne our pa-
rameterized semantics of a Fitting program P. This is done by de;ning a param-
eterized operator whose ;xpoints we call the -;xed models of P. Our treatment
in this section is inspired by Fitting [7]. If the value of the parameter  is false,
then the -;xed models correspond to the stable models proposed by Fitting. We
also present an algorithm for computing the -;xed semantics of P. In Section 4,
we restrict our attention to conventional logic programs. We show that their -;xed
models capture the three-valued stable models, the well-founded semantics, and the
Kripke–Kleene semantics. We also provide a comparative study of the -;xed models
for the four values of the parameter , and propose a “compromise” between pes-
simistic and optimistic semantics that in certain cases may lead to the de;nition of
a new semantics. Section 5 contains concluding remarks and suggestions for further
research.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Three-valued logics
2.1.1. Stable models and well-founded semantics
The usual semantics of a negation-free logic program is its unique minimal Her-
brand model [3]. However, the uniqueness and existence of such a model is no more
guaranteed if we introduce nonmonotonic modes of negation, such as explicit nega-
tion or negation as failure. To deal with logic programming with negation, Gelfond
and Lifschitz introduced the notion of stable model [10] in two-valued logics under
the closed world assumption. But the stable model semantics is not applicable to all
kinds of logic programs: some programs have no stable model while others have sev-
eral stable models. To solve that problem, a classical approach consists in extending
logic programming to three-valued logics and partial interpretations: Van Gelder, Ross
and Schlipf introduced the well-founded semantics [19], and Przymusinski de;ned the
three-valued stable models in [14]. As shown in [15], Przymusinski’s extension captures
both, the bi-valued stable models and the well-founded semantics.
In Przymusinski’s approach, a conjunctive logic program is a set of clauses of the
form A←−B1∧ · · · ∧Bn∧¬C1∧ · · · ∧¬Cm, where B1; : : : ; Bn; C1; : : : ; Cm are atoms. In
this context, a valuation is a mapping that assigns to each ground atom a truth value
from the set {false, unknown, true}. A valuation can be extended to ground literals
and conjunctions of ground literals in the usual way. To de;ne the stable models and
the well-founded semantics of a program P, one uses the extended Gelfond–Lifschitz
transformation GLP [14] which associates each valuation v to a valuation GLP(v)
de;ned as follows:
(1) Transform the instantiation of P into a positive program P=v by replacing all
negative literals by their values from v.
(2) Compute the least ;xpoint of an immediate consequence operator  de;ned as
follows:
• if the ground atom A is not a rule head in Inst-P=v, then we have P=v(v)(A)=
false; here, Inst-P=v denotes the set of all instantiations of rules of P=v;
• if the rule “A←−” occurs in Inst-P=v, then P=v(v)(A)= true;
• else P=v(v)(A)=
∨ {v(B) |A←B∈ Inst-P=v}, where ∨ is an extension of the
classical disjunction, and it is de;ned by
false ∨ unknown= unknown;
true ∨ unknown= true;
unknown∨ unknown= unknown.
The valuation v is de;ned to be a three-valued stable model of P if GLP(v)= v.
The least three-valued stable model coincides with the well-founded semantics of P,
as de;ned by Van Gelder et al. [19].
It follows from the de;nition of  above that this approach gives greater importance
to negative information, so it is a pessimistic approach.
2.1.2. Kripke–Kleene semantics
The Kripke–Kleene semantics was introduced in [4]. In the approach of [4], a val-
uation is a function from the Herbrand base to the set of logical values {true, false,
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unknown}. Given an instantiated program P, as in [4], its Kripke–Kleene semantics is
de;ned using an operator P on valuations. This operator is de;ned as follows: given
a ground atom A,
• if there is a rule in P with head A and body that evaluates to true under v, then
P(v)(A)= true;
• if for every rule in P with head A the body evaluates to false under v, then
P(v)(A)= false;
• else P(v)(A)= unknown.
The Kripke–Kleene semantics of a program P is based on the open world assump-
tion, which says that every atom is supposed to be unknown by default. This semantics
is de;ned to be the iterated ;xpoint of P when the iteration begins with the every-
where unknown valuation.
It follows that the Kripke–Kleene approach gives greater importance to the lack of
information, since unknown is assigned to every atom whose logical value cannot be
inferred from the rules. Therefore, the Kripke–Kleene approach is a skeptical approach.
2.2. Multi-valued logics
2.2.1. Belnap’s logic
In [2], Belnap de;nes a logic called FOUR intended to deal with incomplete and
inconsistent information. Belnap’s logic uses four logical values, that we shall denote
by F;T;U and I, i.e. FOUR= {F;T;U;I}. These values can be compared using
two orderings, the knowledge ordering and the truth ordering.
In the knowledge ordering, denoted by 6k , the four values are ordered as follows:
U6kF, U6kT, F6kI, T6kI. Intuitively, according to this ordering, each value
of FOUR is seen as a possible knowledge that one can have about the truth of a
given statement. More precisely, this knowledge is expressed as the set of classical
truth values that one has collected about that statement. Thus, F is seen as {false},
T is seen as {true}, U is seen as ∅ and I is seen as {false, true}. Following this
viewpoint, the knowledge ordering is just the set inclusion ordering.
In the truth ordering, denoted by 6t , the four logical values are ordered as follows:
F6tU, F6tI;U6tT;I6tT. Intuitively, according to this ordering, each value
of FOUR is seen as the degree of truth of a given statement. Notice that U and I
are both less false than F and less true than T, but U and I are not comparable.
The two orderings are represented in the double Hasse diagram of Fig. 1.
Each of these orderings gives FOUR a lattice structure. Meet and join under the
truth ordering are denoted by ∧ and ∨, and they are natural generalizations of the usual
notions of conjunction and disjunction. In particular, U∧I=F and U∨I=T. Under
the knowledge ordering, meet and join are denoted by ⊗ and ⊕ and are called the
consensus and gullibility, respectively:
• x⊗y represents the maximal information on which x and y agree;
• x⊕y collects together the knowledge represented by x to that represented by y.
In particular, F⊗T=U and F⊕T=I.
There is a natural notion of negation in the truth ordering denoted by ¬, for
which we have: ¬T=F; ¬F=T; ¬U=U; ¬I=I. There is a similar notion
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Fig. 1. The logic FOUR.
for the knowledge ordering, called conBation, denoted by −, for which we have:
−U=I; −I=U; −F=F; −T=T.
2.2.2. Bilattices
In [5,12], bilattices are used as truth-value spaces for integration of information
coming from di4erent sources. The bilattice approach is a basic contribution to many-
valued logics. Bilattices and their derived sublogics are useful in expressing uncertainty
and inconsistency in logic programming and databases [1,5,7,9,13,16,17]. The simplest
nontrivial bilattice is basically the Belnap’s four-valued logic FOUR [2].
Denition 1. A bilattice is a triple 〈B;6t ;6k〉, where B is a nonempty set and 6t ,
6k are each a partial ordering giving B the structure of a lattice with a top and a
bottom.
In a bilattice 〈B;6t ;6k〉, meet and join under 6t are denoted ∨ and ∧, and meet
and join under 6k are denoted ⊕ and ⊗. Top and bottom under 6t are denoted T
and F, and top and bottom under 6k are denoted I and U. If the bilattice is complete
with respect to both orderings, in;nitary meet and join under 6t are denoted
∨
and∧
, and in;nitary meet and join under 6k are denoted
⊕
and
⊗
.
Denition 2. A bilattice 〈B;6t ;6k〉 is called distributive if all 12 distributive laws
connecting ∨;∧;⊕ and ⊗ hold. It is called in;nitely distributive if it is a complete
bilattice in which all in;nitary, as well as ;nitary, distributive laws hold.
An example of a distributive law is x⊗ (y∨z)= (x⊗y)∨(x⊗ z). An example of an
in;nitary distributive law is x⊗∨ {yi | i∈ S}=∨ {x⊗yi | i∈ S}.
Denition 3. A bilattice 〈B;6t ;6k〉 satis;es the interlacing conditions if each of the
operations ∨, ∧;⊕ and ⊗ is monotone with respect to both orderings. If the bilattice is
complete, it satis;es the in;nitary interlacing conditions if each of the in;nitary meet
and join is monotone with respect to both orderings.
An example of an interlacing condition is: x16t y1 and x26t y2 implies x1⊗ x26t y1
⊗y2. An example of an in;nitary interlacing condition is: xi6t yi for all i∈ S implies
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⊕{xi | i∈ S}6t ⊕{yi | i∈ S}. A distributive bilattice satis;es the interlacing condi-
tions.
FOUR is an in;nitary distributive bilattice which satis;es the in;nitary interlacing
conditions. A bilattice is said to be nontrivial if the bilattice FOUR can be isomor-
phically embedded in it.
There are two principal ways for constructing bilattices that were introduced in [11]
and developed in detail in [5]. The ;rst one considers two lattices 〈L1;61〉 and 〈L2;62〉
and interprets them as follows:
• L1 is viewed as the set of values used for representing the degree of belief (evidence,
con;dence, etc.) of a piece of information;
• L2 is viewed as the set of values used for representing the degree of doubt (counter-
evidence, lack of con;dence, etc.) about a piece of information.
We de;ne L1  L2 to be the structure 〈L1 × L2;6t ;6k〉 where
• 〈x; y〉6t 〈z; w〉 i4 x6z and w6y
(〈x; y〉∧〈z; w〉= 〈min(x; z); max(y; w)〉) and
• 〈x; y〉6k〈z; w〉 i4 x6z and y6w
(〈x; y〉⊗ 〈z; w〉= 〈min(x; z); min(y; w)〉).
L1L2 is a bilattice satisfying the interlacing conditions; it is a complete bilattice
satisfying the in;nitary interlacing conditions if L1 and L2 are complete; and it is
in;nitely distributive if L1 and L2 are complete and in;nitely distributive. Moreover,
if L=L1 =L2, then a negation can be de;ned by ¬〈x; y〉= 〈y; x〉.
The following example illustrates possible uses of such a bilattice.
Example 1. Suppose that we have two information sources, two veterinarians v1 and
v2, and that we want to know the answer to the query: Is Marguerite a mad cow?
If v1 asserts that she is mad with probability 70%, and v2 asserts that she is not
mad with probability 40%, then this knowledge can be represented by assigning to the
atom Mad(Marguerite) the logical value (0:7; 0:4)∈ [0; 1]× [0; 1].
Such values could also be useful when each sources can only answer by true or
false, but there is a degree of reliability or con;dence attached to each source. In such
a setting, the value (0:7; 0:4) means that v1 answered true and v2 answered false but
with reliability 70% and 40%, respectively.
The second way of constructing a bilattice consists in interpreting values as ap-
proximations of exact values. Suppose we have a lattice 〈L;6L〉 of truth values. An
approximation of a truth value can be seen as an interval [a; b] = {x | a6Lx6Lb} con-
taining that value. We can transform this set of intervals into a bilattice 〈O(L);6t ;6k〉
as follows: for all intervals [a; b]; [c; d]∈O(L):
• [a; b]6k [c; d] if a6Lc and d6Lb and
• [a; b]6t [c; d] if a6Lc and b6Ld.
The intuition here is that knowledge increases if the interval becomes shorter and
truth increases if the interval contains greater values.
By abuse of notation we will sometimes talk about the bilattice B when the orders
are irrelevant or understood from the context. From now on, we assume that B is an
in;nitely distributive bilattice that satis;es the in;nitary interlacing conditions and has
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a negation, unless explicitly stated otherwise. We recall the following proposition from
[7].
Proposition 1. Let a; b; c∈B.
• if a6t b6t c, then a⊗ c6k b and b6k a⊕ c;
• if a6kb6kc, then a∧c6t b and b6t a∨c.
2.2.3. Fitting programs
Conventional logic programming has the set {F;T} as its intended space of truth
values, but since not every query may produce an answer, partial models are often
allowed (i.e. U is added). If we want to deal with inconsistency as well, then I
must be added too. Thus Fitting asserts that FOUR can be thought as the “home” of
ordinary logic programming, and extends the notion of logic program so that a bilattice
B other than FOUR can be thought of as the space of truth values.
Denition 4. (Fitting program).
• A formula is an expression built up from literals and elements of B, using ∧;∨;⊗;⊕;
∃;∀.
• A clause is of the form P(x1; : : : ; xn)←− (x1; : : : ; xn), where the atomic formula
P(x1; : : : ; xn) is the head, and the formula  (x1; : : : ; xn) is the body. It is assumed
that the free variables of the body are among x1; : : : ; xn.
• A program is a ;nite set of clauses with no predicate letter appearing in the head
of more than one clause (this apparent restriction causes no loss of generality [5]).
We shall refer to such an extended logic program as a Fitting program. Fitting
also de;ned the family of conventional logic programs. A conventional logic program
is one whose underlying truth-value space is the bilattice FOUR and which does
not involve ⊗;⊕;∀;U;I. Such programs can be written in the customary way, using
commas to denote conjunction.
As shown in the following example, the formal framework based on bilattices and
Fitting programs is adapted to reasoning with uncertainty and inconsistency, in partic-
ular if information comes from multiple sources.
Example 2. Consider a legal case where a judge has to decide whether to charge a
person named John accused of murder. To do so, the judge ;rst collects facts from
two di4erent sources: the public prosecutor and the person’s lawyer. The judge then
combines the collected facts using the following set of rules in order to reach a decision:
P


suspect(X ) ← motive(X ) ∨ witness(X )
innocent(X ) ← ∃Y (alibi(X; Y ) ∧ ¬friends(X; Y ))
friends(X; Y ) ← friends(Y; X ) ∨ (friends(X; Z) ∧ friends(Z; Y ))
charge(X ) ← suspect(X )⊕ ¬innocent(X )
The ;rst rule of P describes how the prosecutor works: in order to support the claim
that a person X is a suspect, the prosecutor tries to provide a motive and/or a witness.
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The second rule of P describes how the lawyer works: in order to support the claim
that X is innocent, the lawyer tries to provide an alibi for X by a person who is not
a friend of X . This rule depends on the third rule which de;nes the relation friends.
Finally, the fourth rule of P is the “decision making rule” and describes how the
judge works: in order to reach a decision as to whether to charge X , the judge examines
the premises suspect(X ) and ¬innocent(X ). As explained earlier, the values of these
premises come from two di4erent sources: the prosecutor and the lawyer. Each of these
premises can have the value true or false. However, it is also possible that the value
of a premiss is unknown. For example, if a motive is not known and a witness has
not been found, then the value of suspect(X ) will be unknown.
In view of these observations, the question is what value is appropriate to associate
with charge(X ). An intuitive solution consists in collecting together the values of the
premises suspect(X ) and ¬innocent(X ), and considering the resulting set of values as
the value of charge(X ).
It follows that there are four possible values for charge(X ): ∅; {true}; {false} and
{true; false}, i.e. Unknown, True, False and Inconsistent.
3. Parameterized semantics for Fitting programs
In the following, we use a parameter  with values in FOUR, and we assume that
P is a Fitting program, V(B) is the set of all valuations in B, and Inst-P is the set
of all ground instances of rules of P. Some of the results in this section are inspired
by Fitting [7] which deals with the case =F.
3.1. Immediate consequence operators
First, we extend the two orderings on B to the space of valuations V(B).
Denition 5. Let v1 and v2 be in V(B), then
• v16t v2 if and only if v1(A)6t v2(A) for all ground atoms A;
• v16kv2 if and only if v1(A)6kv2(A) for all ground atoms A.
Under these two orderings V(B) becomes a bilattice, and we have (v∧w)(A)= v(A)
∧w(A), and similarly for the other operators. V(B) is in;nitely distributive, satis;es
the in;nitely interlacing conditions and has a negation and a conNation.
The actions of valuations can be extended from atoms to formulas as follows:
• v(X ∧Y )= v(X )∧v(Y ), and similarly for the other operators,
• v((∃x) (x))= ∨t=closedterm v( (t)) and
• v((∀x) (x))= ∧t=closedterm v( (t)).
The predicate equal(x; y) is a prede;ned predicate de;ned as follows: for all valu-
ations v,
• v(equal(x; y))=T if x=y,
• v(equal(x; y))=F if x =y, and
• v())= ) for all ) in B.
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The following contrajoin operation assigns a truth value to a ground atom A inde-
pendently of the truth value assigned to the negation of A. 1
Denition 6 (contrajoin). Let v and w be in V(B). The contrajoin of v and w, denoted
vw, is de;ned as follows:
v w(A) = v(A) and v w(¬A) = ¬w(A); for each ground atom A:
Contrajoin operations are extended to formulas by induction. The idea is that v
represents the information about A, and w the information about ¬A. For example, if
v(innocent(John))=T and w(innocent(John))=U then vw(innocent(John))=T,
whereas ¬(vw(¬innocent(John)))=U.
We recall the de;nition of the immediate consequence operator +P introduced in [7]
for inferring new information based on the contrajoin operation.
Denition 7. Let v and w be in V(B). The valuation +P(v; w) is de;ned as follows:
(1) if the ground atom A is not head of a rule in Inst-P, then +P(v; w)(A)=F
(2) if A←B occurs in Inst-P, then +P(v; w)(A)= vw(B).
Clearly, the valuation +P(v; w) is in V(B), and as the interlacing conditions are
satis;ed by V(B), we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2 (Fitting [7]). Let P be a Fitting program.
(1) Under the knowledge ordering, +P is monotonic in both arguments;
(2) Under the truth ordering, +P is monotonic in its Crst argument, and anti-monot-
onic in its second argument.
Let us recall here that, according to the Knaster–Tarski theorem, a monotone operator
f on a complete lattice L has a least ;xpoint l and a greatest ;xpoint g. There are
two ways of constructing these ;xpoints, and each leads to a technique for proving
certain properties.
Following the ;rst way, the least ;xpoint of f is shown to be
∧{x∈L |f(x)6x}.
It follows that if f(x)6x then l6x. The greatest ;xpoint of f is shown to be∨ {x∈L | x6f(x)}. It follows that if x6f(x) then x6g.
Following the second way, one produces a (generally trans;nite) sequence of mem-
bers of L as follows: f0 is the least member of L. For an ordinal n; fn+1 is de;ned
to be f(fn), and for a limit ordinal ,; f, is de;ned to be
∨
n¡, fn. The limit of this
sequence is the least ;xpoint of f. This yields another method of proof: by trans;nite
induction. If it can be shown that each member of the sequence fn has some property,
then the least ;xpoint l also has the property. For the greatest ;xpoint, we construct
a similar sequence: f0 is the greatest member of L. For an ordinal n; fn+1 is de;ned
to be f(fn), and for a limit ordinal ,; f, is de;ned to be
∧
n¡, fn.
1 Our contrajoin operation is exactly the same as pseudovaluation in [7]. However, we prefer the term
contrajoin of v and w as it is more indicative of the fact that an operation is performed on valuations v
and w.
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It follows from Proposition 1 that the function ,x:+P(x; v) has a least ;xpoint and a
greatest ;xpoint for each ordering. We de;ne now a new operator +′P which associates
each valuation v with one of these ;xpoints depending on the value of . +′P (v) is
the iterated ;xpoint of ,x:+P(x; v) obtained from an initial valuation v de;ned by:
v(A)= , for all ground atoms A.
Denition 8. Let v be in V(B). De;ne +′P (v) to be the limit of the sequence of
valuations (an) de;ned as follows:
• a0 = v;
• an=+P(an−1; v), for a successor ordinal n;
• a,=


∨
n¡, +P(an; v) for =F∧
n¡, +P(an; v) for =T⊕
n¡, +P(an; v) for =U⊗
n¡, +P(an; v) for =I
for a limit ordinal ,.
In fact, we ;rst ;x the truth value of negative literals with v, and then we compute
the semantics of the positive program thus obtained (in a similar manner to that of
Gelfond–Lifschitz transformation).
Note that (i) +′UP (v) is the least ;xpoint of the function ,x:+P(x; v) and +
′I
P (v) its
greatest ;xpoint under the knowledge ordering; (ii) +′FP (v) is the least ;xpoint of the
function ,x:+P(x; v) and +′TP (v) its greatest ;xpoint under the truth ordering.
Example 3. To illustrate this de;nition consider the following program P and let v be
the valuation which assigns to every ground atom the truth value U:
P


A ← B ∧ C
D ← ¬B⊕T
E ← A⊗ ¬D
B ← T
Atom A B C D E
+′FP (v) F T F T U
To compute +′FP (v), we ;rst replace all negative literals by the value U, then we
compute the least model of the positive program thus obtained (with respect to the
truth ordering) beginning with the valuation which assigns to every ground atom the
truth value F.
3.2. The family of -Cxed models
We recall that a valuation v is a model of a program P if and only if for all rules
A←−B in Inst-P; v(A)6t v(B) [6]. By de;nition of +P, a valuation v that veri;es
+P(v; v)= v is a model of P. Now, every ;xpoint m of +′P veri;es +P(m;m)=+P
(+′P(m); m)=+
′
P (m)=m, therefore m is a model of P. So we can de;ne four new
families of models that we shall call -;xed models.
Denition 9 (-;xed models). A valuation v∈V(B) is a -;xed model of a program
P if and only if v is a ;xpoint of +′P .
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From now on, F-;xed models will be called pessimistic, T-;xed models optimistic,
U-;xed models skeptical, and I-;xed models inconsistent. We can now study the
family of -;xed models.
Theorem 1. +′P is monotonic under 6k , and anti-monotonic under 6t .
Proof. Suppose v16kv2. We want to show +′P (v1)6k+
′
P (v2). Consider =F. We
de;ne two trans;nite sequences of valuations an and bn as follows: a0 = b0 is the
always false valuation, the least in the truth ordering; for all n+ 1 successor ordinals,
an+1 =+P(an; v1) and bn+1 =+P(bn; v2); for a limit ordinal ,; a,=
∨
n¡, +P(an; v1) and
b,=
∨
n¡, +P(bn; v2). Both sequences are increasing in the truth ordering since +P is
monotonic in its ;rst argument. The sequence an has +′P (v1) as its limit, while the
sequence bn has +′P (v2) as its limit, so it is enough to establish that an6kbn for every
ordinal n.
If n=0, a0 = b0.
Suppose an6kbn. Then an+1 =+P(an; v1)6k+P(bn; v2)= bn+1, using the monotonic-
ity of +P in both arguments under 6k .
Finally, suppose an6kbn for every n¡,. V(B) satis;es the in;nitary interlacing
conditions so
∨
n¡, an6k
∨
n¡, bn.
The results for =T;U;I are established similarly by replacing the always false
valuation by the always true valuation, the always unknown valuation and the always
inconsistent valuation, respectively; and
∨
by
∧
;
⊕
and
⊗
, respectively.
Anti-monotonicity under the truth ordering is established by a similar argument.
Given the monotonicity of +′P under the knowledge ordering and the complete lattice
structure of V(B) under this ordering, we can apply the Knaster–Tarski theorem to
obtain the following result:
Theorem 2. +′P has a least Cxpoint, denoted Fix

U, and a greatest Cxpoint, denoted
FixI, with respect to the knowledge ordering.
2
Note that the computation of FixU, that we call -;xed semantics, is similar to the
computation of the well-founded semantics via the Gelfond–Lifschitz transformation.
Four di4erent semantics can now be associated to a Fitting program, one for each
value of . The following example shows how these semantics can be used depending
on speci;c requirements.
Example 4. Let P be the following program:
P


Colleague(X; Y ) ← Colleague(Y; X )
∧¬(equal(X; a) ∧ equal(Y; b))
∧¬(equal(X; a) ∧ equal(Y; c))
Colleague(a; b) ← T
Colleague(a; c) ← F
2 Actually, FixU and Fix

I both refer to program P, and should be denoted as Fix

P;U and Fix

P;I,
respectively. However, in order to simplify the presentation, we shall omit P in our notations.
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If we have to send information to persons that we are sure to be colleagues of b, we
have to choose the pessimistic or skeptical semantics. Indeed, under these semantics,
the only person that can be proved to be a colleague of b is a.
Now, if we want to send information to persons that may be colleagues of b, then we
have to choose the optimistic semantics. There are two persons that may be colleagues
of b: a and c. The following table summarizes the results.
Semantics Coll(a; b) Coll(b; a) Coll(a; c) Coll(c; a) Coll(b; c) Coll(c; b)
FixFU T T F F F F
FixTU T T F F T T
FixUU T T F F U U
FixIU T T F F I I
The behavior of +′P with respect to the truth ordering is less simple because +
′
P is
anti-monotonic under this ordering. However, there is a modi;cation of the Knaster–
Tarski theorem dealing with precisely this case:
Lemma 1 (Yablo [20]). Suppose that a function f is anti-monotonic on a complete
lattice L. Then there are two elements 1 and 2 of L, called extreme oscillation
points of f, such that the following hold:
• 1 and 2 are the least and greatest Cxpoint of f2 (f2 denotes f composed with
itself);
• f oscillates between 1 and 2 in the sense that f(1)= 2 and f(2)= 1;
• if x and y are also elements of L between which f oscillates then x and y lie
between 1 and 2.
As +′P is anti-monotonic and V(B) is a complete lattice under the truth ordering,
it follows that +′P has two extreme oscillation points under this ordering:
Proposition 3. +′P has two extreme oscillation points, under the truth ordering, that
we denote by FixF and Fix

T. Moreover we have: Fix

F6t Fix

T.
We can now extend the result of [7] to any value of FOUR.
Theorem 3. Let P be a Fitting program. Then we have
FixU = Fix

F ⊗ FixT,
FixI = Fix

F ⊕ FixT,
FixF = Fix

U ∧ FixI,
FixT = Fix

U ∨ FixI.
Proof. The proof is separated in several parts.
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Part 1: We ;rst show that if f is a monotone mapping on a complete lattice, then
f and f2 have the same least and greatest ;xpoints. Let a be the least ;xpoint of
f and let b be the least ;xpoint of f2. Every ;xpoint of f is also a ;xpoint of
f2 and b is the least ;xpoint of f2, so b6a. Now, if x is a ;xpoint of f2, then
f2(f(x))=f(f2(x))=f(x) so f(x) is a ;xpoint of f2. b is the least ;xpoint of
f2, so f(b) is a ;xpoint of f2 and b6f(b). By monotonicity, f(b)6f2(b)= b, so
b=f(b). Since a is the least ;xpoint of f, a6b.
Part 2: We want to show that FixU6kFix

F⊗FixT and FixF⊕FixT6k FixI. By
monotonicity of +′P under the knowledge ordering, we have
+′P (Fix

F⊗FixT)6k +′P (FixF)=FixT and
+′P (Fix

F⊗FixT)6k +′P (FixT)=FixF.
Thus +′P (Fix

F⊗FixT)6k FixF⊗FixT. It follows that FixU6k FixF⊗FixT. The
proof for FixF⊕FixT is dual.
Part 3: We show now the opposite direction. FixF and Fix

T are the two extremal
oscillation points of +′P under the truth ordering, so Fix

F6t Fix

U6t Fix

T, Thus, using
Proposition 1, we have FixF⊗FixT6t FixU. The proof of the second inequality is
dual. The ;rst two results of the theorem are therefore established.
Part 4: In this part, we show the last two results. +′P is monotonic under the
knowledge ordering and its least and greatest ;xpoints are FixU and Fix

I. Under the
knowledge ordering, (+′P )
2 is also monotonic and, using part 1 of the proof, has the
same least and greatest ;xpoints as +′P . (+
′
P )
2 is also monotonic under the truth
ordering and its least and greatest ;xpoints under this ordering are FixF and Fix

T.
We have FixU∧FixI6t FixU. Thus (+′P )2(FixU∧FixI)6t (+′P )2(FixU)=FixU and,
similarly, (+′P )
2(FixU∧FixI)6t FixI. It follows that (+′P )2(FixU∧FixI)6t FixU∧
FixI. Consequently, using the fact that Fix

F is the least ;xpoint of (+
′
P )
2 under the
truth ordering, we have FixF6t Fix

U∧FixI. Further, FixF is a ;xpoint of (+′P )2,
and FixU and Fix

I are its least and greatest ;xpoints, so Fix

U6k Fix

F6k Fix

I. Thus,
using Proposition 1, FixU∧FixI6t FixF. The last part is dual.
The family of -;xed models of a program is bounded for each ∈FOUR as fol-
lows: in the knowledge ordering, all -;xed models are between FixU and Fix

I which
are the least and greatest -;xed models, respectively; in the truth ordering, all -;xed
models are between FixF and Fix

T which are not necessarily -;xed models of P.
It is interesting to note that for =F the ;rst equality of Theorem 3 relates two
di4erent de;nitions of the well-founded semantic: the left-hand side, FixU, represents
the de;nition of Przymusinski [15] via three-valued stable models, whereas the right-
hand side, FixF⊗FixT, represents the de;nition of Van Gelder via alternating ;xpoints
[18]. Working with bilattices, Fitting generalized the approach of Van Gelder in [6]
and that of Przymusinski in [7].
3.3. An algorithm for computing -Cxed semantics
In this section, all literals are ground literals.
An interpretation M=(T; F) is a pair of sets of atoms where T is the set of atoms
considered as true and F the set of atoms considered as false. The logical value of an
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atom A with respect to M is
• T if A∈T and A ∈F ,
• F if A ∈T and A∈F ,
• U if A ∈T and A ∈F ,
• I if A∈T and A∈F .
A pseudo-interpretation J=(T; F; T ′; F ′) is composed of four sets of atoms and
assigns to every literal L a logical value as follows:
• if L is a ground atomic formula of the form R(v1; : : : ; vn) then its logical value with
respect to J is the logical value of R(v1; : : : ; vn) with respect to the interpretation
(T; F);
• if L is a ground atomic formula of the form ¬R(v1; : : : ; vn) then its logical value
with respect to J is the negation of the logical value of R(v1; : : : ; vn) with respect
to the interpretation (T ′; F ′);
The logical value of a formula with respect to a pseudo-interpretation J is given by
the logical values of its literals with respect to J and the truth tables of the operators.
The following algorithm uses a bottom-up approach to compute the -;xed semantics
of a ground Fitting program P with no function symbol over the bilattice FOUR.
Algorithm: -xed semantics.
1. begin
2. Res True := ∅;
3. Res False := ∅;
4. Tmp Res := ({〈 〉}; {〈 〉});
5. Not Head := {all atoms in BP which are not heads of any rule in P};
6. match  with
7. =T−¿
Init True :=BP;
Init False := ∅;
8. =F−¿
Init True := ∅;
Init False :=BP;
9. =I −¿
Init True :=BP;
Init False :=BP;
10. =U−¿
Init True := ∅;
Init False := ∅;
11. while Tmp Res = (Res True,Res False) do
12. Tmp Res= (Res True,Res False);
13. Iter True := Init True;
14. Iter False := Init False;
15. Tmp Iter :=({〈 〉}; {〈 〉});
16. while Tmp Iter = (Iter True,Iter False) do
17. Tmp Iter = (Iter True,Iter False);
18. Im T := ∅;
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19. Im F := ∅;
20. Im I := ∅;
21. for all clauses C in P match the logical value l of the body of C
with respect to the pseudo-interpretation
(Iter True, Iter False, Res True, Res False)
with
22. l=T−¿Im T := Im T∪{ head(C)}
23. l=F−¿Im F := Im F∪{ head(C)}
24. l=I −¿Im I := Im I∪{ head(C)}
25. end for
26. Iter True := Im T∪ Im I;
27. Iter False := Im F∪ Im I∪Not Head;
28. end while
29. Res True :=Res True∪ Iter True;
30. Res False :=Res False∪ Iter False;
31. end while
32. return (Res True,Res False);
33. end.
Intuitively, the value of  determines the initial value, (Init True, Init False) of the
iterated computation of +′P (v) performed by the while loop (lines 15 to 27). Here
v corresponds to the interpretation (Res True,Res False), and (Iter True, Iter False) to
the value of a step of this computation. The ;rst while loop (lines 10 to 30) calculates
the sequence of iterated values of +′P with U as initial value, and having Fix

U as
limit.
Note that this algorithm can be easily modi;ed in order to verify if an interpretation
is a -;xed model of a Fitting program P.
4. Comparing the usual semantics of logic programs
In this section, we compare the -;xed models of conventional logic programs with
their usual semantics, then we compare the di4erent usual semantics among them.
The following theorem states that the family of stable models is included in the fam-
ily of pessimistic ;xed models (thus extending stable models from conventional logic
programs to Fitting programs), and that the well-founded semantics and the Kripke–
Kleene semantics are captured (and similarly extended) by our approach.
Theorem 4. Let P be a conventional logic program:
(1) If v is a three-valued stable model of P, then v is a pessimistic Cxed model;
(2) If v is the well-founded semantics of P, then v=FixFU ;
(3) If v is the Kripke–Kleene semantics of P, then v=FixUU.
Proof. The Gelfond–Lifschitz transformation GLP is divided in two steps: ;rstly, it
transforms the program P into a positive program P=v by replacing negative literals
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by their values in the valuation v; then, it applies to this program the immediate
consequence operator P=v. The valuation v is a stable model if and only if GLP(v)= v.
We have P=v(w)=+P(w; v), thus lfpt ,w: P=v(w)= lfpt ,w:+P(w; v). It follows that
GLp=+′FP so, if v is a stable model of P, then it is a ;xpoint of +
′F
P and conse-
quently, a pessimistic ;xed model of P.
Thus, (1) is established and (2) follows because the well-founded semantics of P
and FixFU are the least ;xpoints under the truth ordering of GLP and +
′F
P , respectively.
Concerning (3), we have +P(v; v)=P(v) where P is the Kripke–Kleene operator.
Let KP be the Kripke–Kleene semantics, then we have KP= lfpk ,x: P(x)= lfpk ,x:
+P(x; x) Now, FixUU is a ;xpoint of ,x:+P(x; x), so KP6k Fix
U
U.
In the other direction, we have +′UP (KP)= lfpk(,x:+P(x; KP)). Now, KP is a ;xpoint
of ,x:+P(x; KP), so +′UP (KP)6k KP. As Fix
U
U is the least ;xpoint of +
′U
P , we have
FixUU 6K KP.
It is important to recall here that, in our approach, positive and negative information
are treated separately during the computation of FixUU. This is not the case with the
computation of Kripke–Kleene semantic. Nevertheless, when we restrict our attention to
conventional programs, the two methods compute the same semantics. Our approach
uni;es the computation of usual semantics, and therefore we can compare them as
stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let P be a Fitting program. Then we have:
FixUU 6k Fix
F
U and Fix
U
U6kFix
T
U :
Proof. We have +P(FixFU ; Fix
F
U )=Fix
F
U , and we know that +
′U
P (Fix
F
U ) is the least
;xpoint of ,x:+P(x; FixFU ) w.r.t. 6k . It follows that +
′U
P (Fix
F
U )6k Fix
F
U . Now, Fix
U
U
is the least ;xpoint of +′UP , so Fix
U
U6k Fix
F
U . Similarly, Fix
U
U6k Fix
T
U .
It follows from Theorem 5 that the skeptical semantics gives less information than
the pessimistic and optimistic semantics. From this theorem we can infer the following
result:
Corollary 1. Let P be a Fitting program. Then we have
FixUU 6k Fix
F
U ⊗ FixTU :
Proof. The proof is immediate using the preceding theorem and interlacing.
In the previous corollary, the equality is satis;ed for positive programs, but if we
accept negation then it is false in general.
This corollary suggests the possibility of de;ning a new semantics, namely FixFU ⊗
FixTU , that is smaller than the pessimistic or the optimistic semantics but greater than
the skeptical semantics. The following example shows that this semantics can be useful
in certain contexts.
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Example 5. P= {A←−B∨¬B;B←−B}
Semantics of P FixFU Fix
T
U Fix
U
U Fix
F
U ⊗FixTU
A T T U T
B F T U U
The program P seems to assert that A is always true (because it is inferred from
either B or ¬B), and this conclusion is reached by both the optimistic and the pes-
simistic semantics. However, there is no reason why we should choose between B true
and B false when we cannot assert anything about the value of B. It seems therefore
more natural in this case to take the consensus between the pessimistic and optimistic
semantics, which gives the value unknown to B.
Although FixFU ⊗FixTU seems to give an interesting new semantics, one has to check
under what conditions FixFU ⊗FixTU is actually a model. Assuming that it is a model,
we can call it the consensus semantics of P.
5. Conclusion
We have de;ned parametrized semantics for the family of Fitting programs [7], and
an algorithm for their computation. The family of Fitting programs is very general
and includes the conventional logic programs. When we restrict the class of Fitting
programs to the class of conventional logic programs, the new semantics coincide
with the conventional ones. This allows us to compare conventional semantics in this
new setting in which they are embedded. It also allows us to combine conventional
semantics. As we have seen, such combinations may lead to the de;nition of new
semantics, such as the consensus semantics that we proposed in this paper.
Future work includes the study of the answer set semantics of Gelfond and Lifschitz
in the context of our approach.
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